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Abstract 

Purpose: Although brain Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) 

exam is a low cost, widely used functional and molecular brain imaging application, it 

also has poor spatial resolution (64 x 64 or 128 x 128, pixel sizes about 3 - 6 mm) and a 

noisy signal. As a result, the SPECT brain images may not be quantitatively accurate for 

radiotracer uptake, mainly gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM). Many studies 

have considered improving SPECT quantification by incorporating Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) images into SPECT images. MRI has much higher spatial resolution 

(192x192 or 256 x 256, pixel sizes 1 to 1.5 mm), which is useful in correcting partial-

volume degradation of SPECT quantification. MRI also provides broader image contrast 

options with many different types of MRI sequences, typically in T1 weighted (T1WI) 

and T2 weighted (T2WI) sequences. In most previous studies into the use of MRI or CT 

images to generate the anatomical priors for SPECT/ Positron Emission Tomography 

(PET) image reconstruction, only a single MRI sequence has been considered. Few 

studies have investigated the effects of different MRI sequences on the anatomical prior 

and the resulting SPECT/PET based on the different MRI sequences. In the present 

study, we evaluate the SPECT brain images at the midbrain level, with the anatomical 

priors based on the MRI T1WI gradient echo (GE) images and T2WI fast spin echo (FSE) 

images. 
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Materials and methods: Source brain images were downloaded from BrainWeb for 

SPECT image simulation. These included fuzzy gray matter and white matter models 

for digital radiotracer phantom creation, MRI T1WI and T2WI images for use in SPECT 

image-reconstruction anatomical priors. The images were selected at the midbrain level 

and converted to 32 bit to be used in SPECT-MAP. In SPECT-MAP, a ground truth 

radiotracer phantom was generated for Tc99m-ECD brain perfusion studies. Based on the 

phantom, SPECT projection data were simulated. These simulations modeled noise and 

spatial resolution. SPECT images were then reconstructed by maximum a posteriori 

(MAP). The prior probability distributions were generated from either gradient-echo T1 

or fast-spin-echo T2 MRI images. The MAP objective function was optimized using an 

iterative coordinate descent (ICD) algorithm. SPECT images were also reconstructed by 

ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM). Reconstructed images were 

compared to the true phantom radiotracer distribution by visual inspection profiles, root 

mean square error (RMSE), and gray matter to white matter contrast to deviation ratio 

(CDR). 

Results: After 17 iterations, the RMSE for method T1 MAP, T2 MAP and OSEM was 

1266.4, 1752.6 and 3231.9. The CDR for method T1 MAP, T2 MAP and OSEM was 10.1, 

7.8 and 2.8, which in the digital radiotracer phantom was 25.1. Relative to the T2-based 

prior, utilizing the T1-based prior for SPECT image reconstruction improved RMSE and 

CDR by 18% and 29% respectively. Relative to the best iterations for OSEM, the T1-
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based prior improved RMSE by 43% and CDR by a factor of 2.6. Visually, the SPECT 

image reconstructed with the T1-based prior was closest to the true phantom 

distribution, notably capturing certain structures that were not well reconstructed using 

the T2 image. Both MAP images were superior to OSEM visually and by RMSE and 

CDR. 

Conclusion: The quality of SPECT images reconstructed utilizing MRI images depends 

substantially on the MRI sequence utilized. For this study, gradient-echo T1 MRI 

provided more accurate SPECT image reconstruction than fast-spin-echo T2 MRI. Both 

MRI sequences resulted in better RMSE and CDR than OSEM without use of MRI. The 

CSF signal distorted MRI boundaries relative to radiotracer boundaries, particularly for 

MRI T2 sequences. A T2 FLAIR-like image improved boundary alignment and SPECT 

reconstructed image as compared to T2 MRI images when they were used in anatomical 

priors for SPECT image reconstruction. 
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1. Introduction  

SPECT and PET are two important functional and molecular imaging modalities used to 

identify physiological changes inside our body. Both of them are in the group of 

emission tomography, and are able to generate 3D images. They typically present as 

cross-sectional slices through the patient. SPECT is more widely available, in part 

because the radioisotope used in SPECT can be obtained onsite from a longer-lived 

generator. Also, SPECT equipment is less expensive than a PET machine. Compared to 

MRI, both SPECT and PET are more sensitive in that they can detect functional and 

molecular changes in much lower molar concentrations. However, compared to MRI, 

PET and, particularly, SPECT have relatively poor spatial resolution and are noisy 

(Table 1-1) [1]. 

Table 1-1: Comparison of spatial resolution and sensitivity of SPECT, PET and MRI 
[1]. 

Imaging instrument Spatial resolution (mm) Sensitivity (molar) 

SPECT 6–8 mm 10-12 

PET 4 mm 10-12 

MRI 1.0–1.5 mm 10-3 

MRI and CT images are able to provide comparatively high-resolution, low-noise 

information. With an increasingly widespread use of multi-modality instruments such 

as SPECT/CT, PET/CT and PET/MRI scanners, it is possible to obtain MRI and CT 
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images that are inherently fairly well registered to SPECT or PET images. Because of the 

co-registered information, there is an increasingly widespread opportunity to 

incorporate MRI/CT information into the estimation of radiotracer distributions from the 

SPECT/PET projection data.  

Currently most commercial SPECT/PET scanners use the ordered subsets expectation 

maximization (OSEM) algorithm [20], which iterates toward the ML solution. The ML 

solution provides the best fit to the projection data. However, due to the noise, the 

iterations of SPECT/PET OSEM image reconstruction are almost always stopped long 

before the ML solution is reached. The penalized log likelihood function (MPL) or 

alternatively, maximum a posteriori (MAP) objective function, provides another method 

to limit the noise in SPECT/PET images. In addition, the MAP/MPL framework provides 

a method to incorporate MRI/CT information into SPECT/PET image reconstruction. 

 

The remainder of the introduction is organized as follows: 

1.1 SPECT Brain 

1.2 MRI Brain 

1.3 Image model from BrainWeb 

1.4 Iterative reconstruction with anatomical prior 

1.5 Study purpose 
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1.1 SPECT Brain 

SPECT Brain studies are able to detect small amounts of radiotracer uptake in brain 

tissue like gray matter and white matter. The tracers used in SPECT emit gamma 

radiation and the radiation is measured directly by the gamma camera. The SPECT 

process is very similar to conventional planar imaging in nuclear medicine, except that it 

can also provide 3D information. When the images in planar nuclear imaging are in 

question, it is possible to switch the exam to SPECT while the patient remains on the 

same table. However, SPECT brain spatial matrix size is usually 64 x 64 or 128 x 128, and 

the pixel sizes are about 3 - 6 mm. Due to this poor spatial resolution and noisy signal, 

the image result may be quantitatively inaccurate for gray matter and white matter 

uptake. This limitation can be reduced by incorporating high resolution (192 x 192 or 256 

x 256, pixel sizes 1 to 1.5 mm) MRI brain images into the SPECT image reconstruction. 

The MRI brain images can distinguish the gray matter and white matter better than the 

SPECT images can.  

 

1.2 MRI Brain 

In routine clinical and research practice, MRI is also one of the most commonly used 

brain tests in neurology and neurosurgery. It uses non-ionizing radiation 

(radiofrequency) to create brain images. It is based on the magnetization properties of 
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the atomic nuclei, mostly the hydrogen atom. MRI brain images are created by an MRI 

pulse sequence, which is a combination of radiofrequency pulses and gradients. This 

combination can result in a set of images with a specific appearance. TR and TE are the 

main components in this combination. TR is the amount of time between successive 

deliveries of the RF pulse applied on the same slice. TE is the time between the delivery 

of the RF pulse and receipt of the echo signal [2]. Based on the types of combinations, 

MRI pulse sequences can be broadly grouped into gradient echo sequences, spin echo 

sequences, inversion recovery sequences, and other combination types which are not 

included in this study. Different MRI sequences can result in different image 

appearances. The main brain tissues inside the skull cavity are gray matter, white 

matter, and CSF. Based on the tissue properties emphasized, the image sequences can be 

further categorized into PD, T1WI and T2WI. There are also other options to add-on to 

these 3 basic groups, like fluid attenuated or fat attenuated.  

 

Typically, MRI brain imaging is done in gradient echo T1WI and spin echo T2WI. These 

are the basic sequences for qualitative interpretation and quantitative data analysis. T2 

FLAIR is also common in MRI brain imaging. It can give better image contrast between 

the gray matter and white matter. This is achieved by suppressing the bright signal of 

CSF. The TR and TE for these three sequences are summarized in Table 1-2 [3]. 
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Table 1-2: Basic and most common MRI Sequences with their approximate TR and TE 
time [3]. 

 

Sequence Type Key TR and TE feature TR (msec) TE (msec) 

T1WI Gradient echo short TR and TE 24 7 

T2WI Spin echo long TR and TE 4000 90 

T2 FLAIR Inversion recovery very long TR and TE 9000 114 

1.2.1 Basic MRI Brain sequences: T1WI vs. T2WI 

MRI T1WI can be done with a spin echo or gradient echo sequence. However, compared 

to a spin-echo sequence, the gradient echo T1WI with the same image resolution can be 

acquired in 3D within a much shorter time. Also, the contrast between gray matter and 

white matter is much greater in a gradient echo sequence.  Thus, in routine research and 

clinical practice, T1WI in a brain exam is usually acquired with a gradient echo 

sequence. The gradient echo sequence uses gradient fields to generate the transverse 

magnetization. The flip angle of the longitudinal magnetization can be less than 90 

degrees. The images of T1WI GE can achieve a 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm resolution or even 

finer with a relatively short acquisition time (about 5 to 8 minutes in a 3T MRI machine).  

MRI T2WI can be done with a 2D or 3D spin echo sequence. 2D T2WI is usually 

acquired in a dual Fast Spin Echo (FSE) sequence mode. With the same amount of time, 

this sequence can generate two types of images, T2WI and PD images. The spatial 
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resolution for 2D Dual FSE is usually 1 mm x 1 mm x 3 mm. As the slice thickness of 

T2WI is 3 times more than the thickness of T1WI, T2WI FSE sequence tends to be less 

noisy than the gradient echo T1WI [4]. 

Compared to a gradient echo T1WI sequence, images from a T2WI FSE sequence show a 

better contrast between gray matter and white matter. In fact, in the stereotactic surgical 

navigation, only the T2WI FSE images can be used to directly target the midbrain nuclei, 

not T1WI gradient echo images [5]. However, the MRI T2WI FSE sequence is limited by 

a trade-off between sharpness and acquisition time. The FSE sequence uses the Echo 

Train Length (ETL) to reduce the image acquisition time. A longer ETL can make the 

image acquisition time shorter, but the image will also be blurred further. Thus, the ETL 

needs to be set properly to make the balance between the time and image sharpness. In 

fine slice thickness (1 mm) MRI image, a T2WI FSE sequence needs a much longer time 

to achieve the same SNR as a gradient echo T1WI sequence. This is impracticable in the 

clinical practice as the gradient echo T1WI sequence is already 5 to 8 minutes; thus, 

images acquired with T2WI FSE usually have a 2 or 3 mm resolution based on the field 

strength of the MRI machine, instead of 1mm. 

 

1.2.2 MRI T2 FLAIR 
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The T2 FLAIR sequence takes the longest time among these three MRI sequences, but it 

is particularly useful in showing white matter myelination [6]. Images acquired with 

MRI T2 FLAIR show a similar appearance to images acquired with a T2WI FSE 

sequence, except that the water signal is suppressed from bright to dark. This is 

performed by setting TI to 2000 ms on a 1.5T MRI machine or 2250 ms on a 3T machine. 

With this parameter, the CSF signal is nulled and signals in the parenchymal, 

intraventricular, and periventricular regions are improved [7].  

 

 

1.2.3 Signal difference of brain tissue in different MRI sequences 

Brain tissues show different signal levels in different MRI sequences. This is 

summarized in Table 1-3; the signal varies from dark to bright for the 4 main brain 

tissues in the 3 MRI sequences considered in this study (T1WI, T2WI, and T2 FLAIR). On 

the BrainWeb download page, there is no option for a T2 FLAIR simulation sequence; 

thus, a simulated T2 FLAIR-like sequence was created from the T2WI FSE sequence, 

based on Table 1-3, the characteristics of brain tissue signal in different sequences. 
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Table 1-3: Summary of brain tissue signal in different MRI sequences in our study. 

Sequence Type Signal Signal gray level in MRI images Tissue type 

T1WI 
Gradient 

echo 

Dark   Bone, CSF 
Dark gray   Gray matter 
Light gray   White matter 

Bright     

T2WI Spin 
echo 

Dark   Bone 
Dark gray   White matter 
Light gray   Gray matter 

Bright   CSF 

T2 FLAIR 
Inversion 
recovery 

Dark   Bone, CSF 
Dark gray   White matter 
Light gray   Gray matter 

Bright     
 

Figure 1 shows  all the MRI images used as anatomical prior in this study for SPECT 

image reconstruction at the midbrain level.  

 

Figure 1: Three MRI sequences used as the anatomical prior for SPECT image 
reconstruction. 
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1.3 Image model from BrainWeb 

 

All of the source images used were downloaded from BrainWeb at McGill University 

(Montreal, QC, Canada, available at http://BrainWeb.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/BrainWeb). The 

anatomical brain model and MRI images are completely synthetic. The MRI simulator 

and brain model have been published in many articles [8]-[13]. The brain MRI data is 

simulated through the anatomical model. The model used consists of 3D "fuzzy" tissue 

volumes, one for each tissue class. The term fuzzy means that the voxel value in the 

volumes is related to the proportion of tissue contained in that voxel, in the range of 0 to 

1. The volumes are defined at a 1 mm isotropic voxel grid in Talairach space [8], with 

dimensions 181x217x181 (XxYxZ) and start coordinates -90, -126, -72 (x, y, z). In the 

discrete brain model, each voxel is one set with a class tissue label (integer), which 

represents the largest portion of tissue in that voxel. We use the fuzzy CSF model for 

simulation of T2 FLAIR-like images. This simulation is done by reducing the CSF signal 

in MRI T2 images using MATLAB. The integer index and volume for each tissue class 

are summarized in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Integer index and volume for each tissue class in BrainWeb [8]. 

 

MRI T1WI and T2WI brain images were downloaded by using the pre-generated 

Simulated Brain Database. Field A was used to generate the T1WI gradient echo 

sequence, and Field B was used to generate the T2WI FSE sequence. Field A and Field B 

are estimated from the realistic MRI scans environment in the ICBM protocol. The ICBM 

protocol is attached in Appendix A. Both pulse sequences followed the ICBM protocol. 

The detailed parameters for the MRI simulated images are shown in Figure 3 [8]. 
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Figure 3: Parameters for pre-generated simulated brain database [8]. 

1.4 Iterative reconstruction  

In this study, two reconstruction algorithms were used, OSEM and iterative coordinate 

descent (ICD). ICD is used for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithms discussed 

below. OSEM sets the objective function Φ(λ) to be the log likelihood l(λ) (shown in 

equation 1.4-1): 

 

In the current clinical practice, OSEM by far is the most widely used iterative algorithm 

for SPECT/PET image reconstruction. OSEM generally increases the log likelihood at 

each iteration, that is it improves the match between the estimated projection values and 

the measured projection values. OSEM recovers the low frequency in the first few 

iterations and the high frequency at a larger number of iterations. However, in a real 

clinical setting, the projection data are noisy, and the high frequency components of the 
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measured projections have poor signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, the estimated images 

obtained using the OSEM algorithm tend to become noisy as the number of iterations 

increases [20].  

MPL and MAP algorithms modify the objective function Φ (λ) by introducing the 

penalized function m (λ) (shown in equation 1.4-2): 

 

The function m (λ) encourages smoothing over the neighborhood of each voxel, which 

decreases the noise but also degrades the quantification accuracy. The function m (λ) can 

also be used to incorporate anatomical information. For example, if neighboring voxel 

values in the anatomical image are similar, the penalty function m (λ) may encourage 

the corresponding voxels in the SPECT image to be in similar radiotracer concentration 

[15].  

1.5 Study purpose 

Corresponding to anatomical boundaries in MRI, it is not possible to determine SPECT 

boundaries by using the SPECT projection data alone [14] [15]. Thus, anatomical a priori 

information may improve region merging and region creation, and also improve the 

quantification of gray matter and white matter. In the K. Vunckx et al. study [16], three 

reconstruction algorithms with anatomical priors were compared, but the study used 
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only MRI T1WI GE images downloaded from BrainWeb. More generally, a literature 

review shows that few studies have investigated the dependence of SPECT image 

reconstruction results on the choice of MRI sequence. Many previous studies have used 

anatomical priors from CT or MRI for emission tomography image reconstruction, e.g. 

[14]–[17]. However, almost all of these studies used a single MRI or CT sequence, 

primarily MRI T1WI GE images. As mentioned earlier, given the prominence of T1 

weighted and T2 weighted imaging, and the useful features in MRI T2 sequences in 

locating the structures at the midbrain level, we chose to study these two sequences for 

use in SPECT image reconstruction. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect on the 

SPECT brain images of utilizing the MRI T1WI versus T2WI images in the construction 

of the anatomical prior, and to investigate how the images look, whether they are 

different, and, if so, how different they are.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Software 

Three programs were mainly used in this study including Matlab, SPECT-MAP, and 

ImageJ. The full name of Matlab is Matrix laboratory, a numerical computing software. 

It was used for image format conversion, slice selection, and result analysis. SPECT-

MAP is a program developed by Dr James Bowsher. It was used to simulate the true 

radiotracer distribution, to generate the projection data by forward projection, and to 

reconstruct images by OSEM, and ICD. SPECT-MAP has been utilized and tested in 

many published studies [15] - [17]. ImageJ is an open source image processing program 

used to manipulate and display images. 

2.2 Hardware 

The hardware involved in this study was a Linux workstation located in the DKU 

computer lab. The operating system was Ubuntu 14.04 with a memory of 15.6GiB. It is 

the main workhorse for the iterative reconstruction of SPECT images. The operation of 

Matlab and ImageJ was done on a LENOVO laptop with 4096MB of RAM under 

Window 10 operating system. This was mainly used for source image selection, 

conversion and data analysis. 
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2.3 Phantom, MRI and SPECT images 

2.3.1 Source images from the BrainWeb 

As mentioned in the introduction, all our source images were downloaded from 

BrainWeb. They are: 

1. Fuzzy tissue model of gray matter with 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels 

2. Fuzzy tissue model of white matter with 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels 

3. Fuzzy tissue model of CSF with 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels 

4. Fuzzy tissue model of bone with 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels 

5. Simulated normal brain MRI T1 weighted gradient-echo images with 1 

mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels (ICBM protocol, refer to Appendix A for 

details) 

6. Simulated normal brain MRI T2-weighted double FSE images with 1 mm 

x1 mm x 3 mm voxels (ICBM protocol, refer to Appendix A for details) 

The raw data format for all the source data was 8 bit. The 1 mm data had 

dimensions of 181x217x181 (XxYxZ). For the 3mm data, the dimensions were 

181x217x60. The data downloaded form from BrainWeb is shown in Figure 4 [8]. 
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Figure 4: BrainWeb download form for MRI data images [8]. 

2.3.2 MRI brain images specification 

The simulated MRI T1 and T2 brain images were obtained from BrainWeb’s pre-

generated simulated brain database with the parameters given in Table 2-1: [11] 

Table 2-1: Parameters of simulated MRI T1 and T2 brain images downloaded from 
BrainWeb [11] 

Parameters T1 Weighted images T2 Weighted images 
Pulse sequence SFLASH (spoiled FLASH) 

in ICBM 
DSE_LATE (dual echo spin 
echo, late echo) in ICBM 

Axial slice image space resolution 1mm x 1mm 1mm x 1mm 

Slice thickness 1mm 3mm 

Noise 9% 3% 

Reference tissue for the noise computation White matter CSF 

Intensity Non-Uniformity (INU) 20% 20% 

Inhomogeneity fields used to simulate the 
MRI images Field A Field B 
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The noise is calculated relative to the brightest tissue in each sequence, which is white 

matter in T1 and CSF in T2. In order to simulate the MRI images acquisition realistically, 

the main field for T1 weighted imaging (T1WI) and T2 weighted imaging (T2WI) 

simulations included a 20% admixture of inhomogeneity field. Then we further selected 

9% noise in T1WI and 3% in T2WI to make our source MRI image closer to the clinical 

setting. 

2.3.3 Image manipulation in Matlab. 

Matlab source codes were written to convert the BrainWeb source data from 8 bit to 32 

bit, extract one 3 mm slice and the corresponding three 1 mm slices at the midbrain 

level, and convert the image matrix from 181 x 217 to 252 x 252. The Matlab source codes 

are attached in Appendix B for reference. The midbrain level was investigated based on 

the G.S. Young et al. study on this level [5].  

For the 3mm MRI T2WI images, one slice is extracted at the midbrain level, which 

corresponds to 3 slices in the 1 mm MRI T1WI images at the same level (Figure 5). Both 

T2WI and T1WI images were scaled to a maximum value of 1. In this way, the same 

prior strength in the SPECT image reconstruction could be set. This enables the 

comparison of the SPECT images with different MRI priors using the same parameter 

setting. We converted the original image matrix from 181 x 217 to 252 x 252 in both the 1 

mm and 3 mm data; the matrix size of 252 can be fully divided by 2 and 3, which is one 
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of the important steps for further image manipulation in the SPECT image simulation. 

The dimension of the SPECT images was in 84 x 84 reconstruction grid with the voxel 

size of 3 mm x 3mm x 3mm. 

 

Figure 5: Final MRI T1 and T2 source images selected for SPECT image 
process, using Matlab. 

2.3.4 SPECT image simulation using SPECT-MAP 

The simulation study involves many processes, which is summarized in a simplified 

flow chart in Figure 6. The SPECT-MAP input deck codes involved are attached in 

Appendix B for reference. 
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                      Figure 6: Simplified flow chart for the simulation study 

The radiotracer phantom was generated at 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxel with a grid size 

of 252x252, using the fuzzy gray matter and white matter model. The activity 

distribution was modeled for the radiotracer 99mTc-ECD brain perfusion studies. The 

activity concentrations were set as 0.5 µCi/ml in the gray matter and 0.125 µCi/ml in the 

white matter. Thus the gray matter to white matter ratio was 4:1[18]. All other fuzzy 

models like air, bone, CSF, skin, muscle and fat were set to 0 µCi/ml.  

The projections of the radiotracer phantom were simulated for parallel-beam 

collimation and 120 angles evenly spaced over 360 degrees. The projection bins were 3 

mm wide. Scatter and attenuation were not modeled. The isotope branching ratio was 
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set as 1. A 3.4 mm-FWHM Gaussian kernel was used to blur the projection of each 1mm 

voxel. The blurring was applied with the methods of [17] [19] [20]. The simulated 

collimator holes were 30 mm long by 1.4 mm in diameter, which was simulated to 

parallel-hole, LEHR collimators [21]. The forward projection and image reconstruction 

modelled the spatially varying spatial resolution of the LEHR collimator. The blurring 

kernel modelled 3.4 mm FWHM Gaussian detector resolution with 3 mm3 voxel size 

and 3mm wide detector bins. Noise was simulated into the projection data by setting 

the total events as 0.1 million over all angles and slices, with pseudo-random Poisson 

sampling of the analytically-simulated projections. 

Images were reconstructed via OSEM and ICD. All the SPECT reconstruction images 

used an 84x84x1 grid and a 3 mm x 3mm x 3mm voxel size. Spatial resolution effects 

were modelled with the same technique [17] [19] [20] used in the forward projection. In 

OSEM reconstruction, 10 subsets were used. The initial activity estimate was 1 for all 

voxels. The ICD MAP reconstructions were initiated with the OSEM 4th iteration. In 

both reconstruction algorithms, no beam attenuation and scatter were modelled. The 

anatomical priors used with the ICD algorithm were based on the MRI T1WI and T2WI 

images. Details of the SPECT-MAP input deck are attached in Appendix C. 
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2.4 Image data analysis  

In the resulting SPECT images, the RMSE and CDR were use as the primary measures 

for data analysis. 

2.4.1 RMSE definition  

The RMSE is based on voxel value differences between the reconstructed SPECT image 

and the true digital phantom. The equation of RMSE is shown in equation 2.4-1: [20] 

 

 
 
The RMSE value indicates the closeness of a reconstructed SPECT image to the true 

image. Here n is the total number of voxels in the reconstructed image and true image. 

2.4.2 GM-to-WM CDR definition  

The GM-to-WM CDR is calculated as the mean value difference of gray matter to white 

matter over the average deviation. For GM-to-WM CDR calculation, the gray matter and 

white matter ROIs are defined to 1 by setting the voxel values greater than or equal to 

0.7 in the fuzzy gray matter and white matter models, and setting the remaining voxel 

values less than 0.7 to 0. With this definition, most of the gray matter and white matter 

were included for CDR calculation. The resulting gray matter and white matter mask 
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images are shown in Figure 7. The detailed source code is attached in Appendix B for 

reference. 

 

 

Figure 7: Gray matter and white matter masks generated with 70% threshold 
applied the corresponding fuzzy brain model 

 

These ROIs were then multiplied with the reconstructed images, resulting in new 

images with regions of defined gray matter or white matter for true radiotracer phantom 

and SPECT reconstructed images. In the results, the values of gray matter and white 

matter regions were used to calculate the GM-to-WM CDR.  
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The GM-to-WM CDR is defined as: 

 

    is the value of gray matter in each pixel in the gray matter ROI of 
the brain images. 

   is the value of white matter in each pixel in the white matter ROI of 
the brain images. 
ng   is the number of voxels in the gray matter region. 
nw   is the number of voxels in the white matter region. 

   is the mean value of gray matter region in the brain images. 
   is the mean value of white matter region in the brain images.  

    is the standard deviation of gray matter and white matter. 
 
 Thus, the GM-to-WM CDR in this study measures the contrast to noise ratio 
between gray matter and white matter. As the radiotracer phantom is generated 
with the fuzzy gray matter and white matter models. The standard deviation of gray 
matter and white matter in phantom is non-zero. 
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3.  Results 

Images used for data analysis had an 84 X 84 matrix with a 3 mm x 3mm x 3mm voxel at 

the midbrain level, and included: 

• Digital radiotracer phantom as the ground truth (labelled as ground truth) 

• SPECT brain images reconstructed using the OSEM algorithm (labelled as OSEM) 

• SPECT brain images reconstructed using the ICD-MAP algorithm with a uniform 

prior, that is maximum likelihood objective function (labelled as ML-ICD) 

• SPECT brain image reconstructed using the MAP algorithm with the anatomical 

prior based on the MRI T1WI GE image (labelled as T1 MAP) 

• SPECT brain image reconstructed using the MAP algorithm with the anatomical 

prior based on the MRI T2WI FSE image (labelled as T2 MAP) 

These images are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the true radiotracer phantom 

at 3 mm3 voxel size, with the OSEM image at the iteration 3 and MAP image at the 16th 

iteration. Both ear regions (green square ROI) demonstrate a bright predominantly gray 

matter structure in the phantom image, which visually is best reconstructed by T1 MAP. 

The structure in the same area in T2 MAP has a much lower amplitude. The structure is 

not apparent in the OSEM image because of a high degree of noise.  
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Figure 8: Image comparison between the radiotracer ground truth, OSEM, and MAP 
with the anatomical priors based on MRI T1 and T2 images. 
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Figure 9 shows OSEM and MAP SPECT images at the 1st, 5th, 9th, 13th, and 17th iterations. 

Through all iterations, T1 MAP shows a consistently sharp and best image quality 

among the 4 image groups. OSEM shows a high level of blur at low iterations and noise 

at high iterations. T2 MAP is in the middle. ML-ICD shows a high level of noise starting 

from the low iterations. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of OSEM, ML-ICD and MAP SPECT images at the 1st, 
5th, 9th, 13th, and 17th iterations. 

3.1 RMSE result 

RMSEs for the OSEM and MAP images were computed across the full slice and are 

summarized in Table 3-1 and Figure 10. Through all iterations, T1 MAP gives the lowest 
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RMSE among all sets of images, with RMSE approximately converged to 1266.4 at the 

17th iteration. The T1 and T2 MAP reconstructions were initiated with the OSEM 4th 

iteration, which has an RMSE of 2253.64. The RMSE of OSEM decreased from the 1st 

iteration (2568.34) to the 3rd iteration (2241.09). By iteration 17, it had increased to 

3231.92 and was still increasing. The RMSE of T2 MAP was approximately converged to 

1752.59 at the 17th iteration.  

Table 3-1: RMSE Value for T1 MAP, T2 MAP, ML-ICD and OSEM. 

No of iterations T1 MAP T2 MAP ML-ICD OSEM 
1 2253.64 2253.64 2253.64 2568.34 
2 1538.1 1886.41 3823.57 2302.69 
3 1354.94 1774.54 4552.70 2241.09 
4 1297.04 1760.11 5098.74 2253.64 
5 1276.72 1747.88 5529.34 2300.87 
6 1271.01 1749.9 5917.20 2365.47 
7 1268.13 1749.93 6262.17 2439.02 
8 1266.69 1750.5 6569.29 2517.1 
9 1266.3 1751.25 6835.94 2597.34 
10 1266.35 1751.79 7077.51 2678.39 
11 1266.43 1751.98 7308.86 2759.49 
12 1266.4 1752.25 7519.16 2840.21 
13 1266.31 1752.31 7691.41 2920.28 
14 1266.31 1752.41 7873.56 2999.56 
15 1266.34 1752.51 8027.71 3077.96 
16 1266.37 1752.56 8179.87 3155.42 
17 1266.39 1752.59 8319.27 3231.92 
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Figure 10 : RMSE chart for OSEM, T1 MAP, and T2 MAP through 17 iterations. 

3.2 CDR results  

CDR values between gray matter and white matter for the OSEM and MAP images are 

summarized in Table 3-2 and Figure 11. T1 MAP has the highest GM-to-WM CDR, 

10.085 at iteration 17, which is also closest to that of the digital phantom (25.141). For 

OSEM, the CDR increased from iteration 1 to iteration 5, from 2.108 to 3.483. It then 

dropped to 2.848 at the 17th iteration. The CDR of T2 MAP is 7.777 at iteration 17. 
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Table 3-2: GM-to-WM CDR for T1 MAP, T2 MAP, and OSEM, compared with the 
digital radiotracer phantom as the ground truth. 

No of iterations T1 MAP T2 MAP OSEM Radiotracer 
phantom 

1 3.470 3.470 2.108 25.141 
2 7.099 6.109 3.131 25.141 
3 8.455 7.078 3.395 25.141 
4 9.090 7.338 3.470 25.141 
5 9.444 7.579 3.483 25.141 
6 9.690 7.648 3.468 25.141 
7 9.834 7.720 3.435 25.141 
8 9.915 7.741 3.391 25.141 
9 9.962 7.752 3.339 25.141 
10 10.002 7.765 3.283 25.141 
11 10.022 7.770 3.224 25.141 
12 10.044 7.772 3.162 25.141 
13 10.057 7.774 3.099 25.141 
14 10.068 7.776 3.036 25.141 
15 10.076 7.776 2.973 25.141 
16 10.082 7.776 2.910 25.141 
17 10.085 7.777 2.848 25.141 
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Figure 11: GM-to-WM CDR chart for OSEM, T1 ICD and T2 ICD through 17 
iterations.  

Thus, RMSE, GM-to-WM CDR, and qualitative visual appearance are all best for the 

SPECT image reconstructed using a prior derived from MRI T1WI gradient echo image. 

Also, lower RMSE error correlates with higher GM to WM CDR.  

3.3 Zoomed view at right ear region  

In Figure 8, signal difference is seen in both ear regions. An enlarged view of the right 

ear region in T1 MAP and T2 MAP, in comparison with the radiotracer phantom at the 

same location, is shown in Figure 12. The x-pixel position for the ROI is x22 to x28 for 

the right ear, the y-pixel positon is y30 to y40. 
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Figure 12: Zoomed ROI in right ear region for T1 MAP and T2 MAP in 
comparison with the radiotracer phantom 

The RMSE value was calculated over the ROI for the right ear. As this region is 

predominantly gray matter, the GM-to-WM CDR calculated just over this ROI showed 

no result. Figure 13 shows RMSE calculated just over this ROI. T1 MAP demonstrates a 

much lower RMSE than T2 MAP in this regions.  
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Figure 13: RMSE chart for T1 MAP and T2 MAP in the right ear region through 
17 iterations, in comparison with RMSE computed for the overall images. 

3.4 Line profiles in the right ear region  

A horizontal line (y35) was drawn in the middle of the ROIs, on the T1 MAP and T2 

MAP reconstructed SPECT images, as shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 : Location of line profile comparison shown in Fig 15 in the ear regions of 
interest. 

The line profiles of the SPECT images and of the corresponding MRI images and 

radiotracer phantom through the x axis are shown in Figure 15 and 16. The line profiles 

in Figure 15 (top) are a function of x-pixel value at y35 and they compare T1 MAP with 

noise, T1 MAP free of noise and the radiotracer phantom. Figure 15 (bottom) shows the 

same y35 profiles for the MRI T1 image and for each component CSF, GM, WM, and 

bone tissue. Both T1 MAP and MRI T1 line profiles follow a pattern similar to that of the 

radiotracer phantom. The GM profile in MRI T1 is also similar to that of the radiotracer 

phantom. 
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Figure 15: Line profiles at Y pixel 35 along the x axis in the right ear region for T1 
MAP and the radiotracer phantom with corresponding MRI T1. Bone, GM, WM, and CSF 
components of MRI T1 are shown in the bottom of the chart. 

The line profiles in Figure 16 (top) are also at y35 and they compare T2 MAP 

with noise, T2 MAP free of noise and the radiotracer phantom. Figure 16 (bottom)  

shows the same y35 profiles for the MRI T2 image along with each component CSF, GM, 

WM, and bone tissue. The T2 MAP and GM component in MRI T2 line profiles followed 

the similar pattern to that of the radiotracer phantom. However, MRI T2 line profiles 

show different patterns to that of the radiotracer phantom. It seemed that the high signal 
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in CSF in MRI T2 raised the curve of MRI T2 at x22 to x24 earlier than that of the 

phantom (blue arrow head in Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16: Line profiles at Y pixel 35 along the x axis in the right ear region for T2 
MAP, the radiotracer phantom, and corresponding MRI T2. Bone, GM, WM, and CSF 
components in MRI T2 are shown in the bottom of the chart. 

3.5 Simulated T2 FLAIR-like sequence  

In Figure 16, as indicated by the red lines in MRI T2, the main components in the ear 

regions are GM and CSF. The signal of MRI T2WI FSE sequence does not follow the 

signal of the radiotracer phantom, and might be due to the high CSF signal in the MRI 
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T2WI sequence. As discussed in the introduction, there is a T2 FLAIR sequence used in 

clinical practice. In this work, a T2 FLAIR-like image was simulated using Matlab, with 

the following steps: 

1. A CSF mask was defined by setting the pixel values greater than or equal to 0.6 in 

the fuzzy CSF model to 1, and the remaining pixel value to 0, as shown in Figure 17. 

2. The mask was multiplied with 0.1 first, then with the MRI T2WI source image next. 

As a result, a simplified T2 FLAIR-like image was created, in which only the CSF 

signal was reduced, while the other tissue signal remained the same (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: CSF mask and simulated T2 FLAIR-like image 

With the same SPECT-MAP setting as that used for creating of T2 MAP image, but 

utilizing the T2 FLAIR-like image, to form the prior, a SPECT image with the anatomical 

prior based on the T2 FLAIR-like image was created. This image is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: SPECT image with the anatomical prior based on the simulated T2 
FLAIR-like images compared with the T1 MAP, T2 MAP images at the iteration 17, 
and the radiotracer phantom 
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In Figure 18, in comparison with the T2 MAP image, the signal in both ear regions in the 

T2 FLAIR-like MAP image shows an improvement and the image appearance is closer to 

that of the phantom. RMSE values in T2 FLAIR-like MAP are lower than those of T2 

MAP (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: RMSE chart of overall image for T2 FLAIR-like MAP, T2 MAP, and 
T1 MAP through 17 iterations 

Comparing further the line profiles at y35, it can be demonstrated that with the reduced 

CSF signal, the line profile of MRI T2 FLAIR-like image at x22 to x24 was now similar to 

the curve of the radiotracer phantom (green arrow in Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Line profiles at Y pixel 35 along the x axis in the right ear region between 
T2 FLAIR-like MAP and radiotracer phantom with corresponding MRI T2 FLAIR-like image. 
Bone, GM, WM, and CSF components in MRI T2 FLAIR-like are shown in the bottom of the 
chart. 
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4.  Discussion 

In this simulation study, the SPECT image reconstructed with the anatomical prior 

based on the MRI T1WI gradient echo sequence shows a better image result, compared 

to the SPECT image reconstructed with the anatomical prior based on the MRI T2WI FSE 

sequence. With reduction of CSF signal in the MRI T2 images, an improvement in RMSE 

was demonstrated in the resulting SPECT images. In the right ear region along the line 

profile at y35, the reduction of CSF signal improved agreement between MRI T2 FLAIR-

like and the radiotracer phantom curve. This result supports the conjecture that, the high 

signal of CSF in MRI T2 images distort MRI boundaries relative to radiotracer 

boundaries. A more realistic T2 FLAIR image would be an important next step for 

investigation.  

Also, as demonstrated in the simulated T2 FLAIR-like sequence, if the MRI images were 

originated from the same source data, with different additional post-processing 

algorithms, it might be easier to evaluate the resulted SPECT image quality and draw 

some relationships. Research has shown that susceptibility-enhanced contrast-optimized 

(SECO) T1-weighted images, which are post-processed from the raw data of a T1WI GE 

sequence, show a better image contrast in the midbrain nuclei [5]. This might be a good 

sequence for further testing, since the use of T1WI GE sequences within SPECT image 

reconstruction gave better RMSE error, CDR and visual appearance as compared to the 
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T2 sequences. An initial hypothesis of this project was that SPECT reconstruction using 

MRI SECO images would show even better results than reconstruction utilizing T1WI 

GE images. However, there is currently no option in BrainWeb for such simulations. A 

future study building a brain model with a SECO post-processing might be useful. 

4.1 Limitations and potential of our study  

This study was only limited to one brain level to simplify the tasks in the initial analysis 

of anatomical priors. In future research, larger portions of the brain might be tested to 

determine whether SPECT reconstructions with MRI T1WI show consistently better 

results. Mis-registration between MRI and SPECT was not considered. Also, the brain 

model was downloaded from the web; the MRI images and brain model are assumed to 

be realistic. To be certain that the T1WI GE sequence is a better choice than T2 images for 

SPECT reconstruction prior, it would be best to compare the use of these sequences for a 

real human subject with actual SPECT or PET images and MRI images acquired at the 

same time and same table position. In terms registration issues, a PET-MRI study might 

be optimal for the further investigation. Nevertheless, with very few articles having 

examined different MRI sequences as the priors, this study offers a new avenue in 

developing the use of anatomical priors to improve SPECT image quality.  
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5.  Conclusion 

This thesis explored the potential of using anatomical priors based on different MRI 

sequences, for improving the reconstructed SPECT images. The study demonstrated a 

range of differences in SPECT images reconstructed with anatomical priors based on 

different MRI sequences. In the study, the quality of the SPECT images reconstructed 

with MRI images was found to depend substantially on the MRI sequence utilized. The 

gradient-echo T1 MRI provided a more accurate SPECT image reconstruction than the 

fast-spin-echo T2 MRI. Both MRI sequences resulted in better RMSE and CDR than 

OSEM without the use of MRI. The CSF signal distorted MRI boundaries relative to 

radiotracer boundaries, particularly for MRI T2 sequences. Use of a T2 FLAIR-like image 

improved boundary alignment and SPECT image reconstruction as compared to use of 

T2 MRI images. The differences between T1 and T2, and between T2 and T2 FLAIR-like 

MRI images suggest the importance of the present, and related future research.  
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Appendix A 

 
ICBM protocol: 

 

In 1993, the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM) was formed to develop 

a probabilistic normal brain atlas and reference system in adult individuals between 18 

and 90 years old. In this project, the scans collected from all participating sites followed 

a strictly defined MRI protocol, which is called the ICBM protocol. In this ICBM 

protocol, each subject was specified with three MRI volumes, T1, T2, and PD. The T1 

weighted volume uses a 1mm thickness and 1mmx1mm-spaced gradient echo sequence. 

The T2 weighted and PD weighted volume uses a 3mm thickness and 1mmx1mm-

spaced double-echo FSE sequence. 
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Appendix B 

 
Source code documentation for Matlab 
 
---Matlab source code documentation for SPECT BRAIN project------------ 
--updated by James guqing version 4.1 Feb 2017 Feb 28--------- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-~File 1: image conversion and midbrain selection for 1mm~~~~~ 
~~1mm 252X252X3 at slice 43,44,45~normalized to max value 1~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%image convert to 252X252 and scale to max value 1 from raw for t1 and phantom 
% written by James Gu qinglong 22/1/2017, revised 5/feb/2017 
clear; 
z=uigetfile('*.rawb'); 
fid = fopen(z,'r'); 
raw = fread(fid,[181,217*181],'uint8'); 
fclose(fid); 
rawr=reshape(raw,181,217,181); 
fraw=rawr(:,:,43:45); % level corrolerate to 15 in 3mm 
newdime=zeros(252,252,3); 
newdime(38:218,20:236, :)=fraw; 
spnew=reshape (newdime,252*252*3, 1); 
imax=max(spnew); 
sc252dim=newdime/imax; 
sp252dis=reshape (sc252dim,252, 252*3); 
fid = fopen(uiputfile('*.sp252'),'w'); 
fwrite(fid,sc252dim,'single'); 
fclose(fid); 
imagesc(sp252dis');colormap(gray);colorbar; 
title(' image result '); 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-File 2: image conversion and midbrain selection for 3mm~~~~- 
~ 3mm 252X252X1 at slice 15, normalized to max value 1 ~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%image convertion from raw t2 3mm 
% written by James Gu qinglong 22/10/2016  
%image convert to 252X252 and scale to max value 1 from raw for t2 
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% written by James Gu qinglong 22/1/2017 , revised 11/feb/2017 
clear; 
z=uigetfile('*.rawb'); 
fid = fopen(z,'r'); 
raw = fread(fid,[181,217*60],'uint8'); 
fclose(fid); 
rawr=reshape(raw,181,217,60); 
fraw=rawr(:,:,15); 
newdime=zeros(252,252); 
newdime(38:218,20:236)=fraw; 
spnew=reshape (newdime,252*252, 1); 
imax=max(spnew); 
sc252dim=newdime/imax; 
fid = fopen(uiputfile('*.sp252'),'w'); 
fwrite(fid,sc252dim,'single'); 
fclose(fid); 
imagesc(sc252dim');colormap(gray);colorbar; 
title(' image result '); 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-File 3: image conversion and midbrain selection for 1mm~~~~- 
~ 3mm 252X252X3 at slice 43,44,45 discrete brain model  ~~ 
no normalization,discrete index 3mm 252X252X3 at slice 43,44,45 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%image convert to 252X252 and scale to max value 1 from raw for t1 and phantom 
% written by James Gu qinglong 22/1/2017 , revised 5/feb/2017 
clear; 
z=uigetfile('*.rawb'); 
fid = fopen(z,'r'); 
raw = fread(fid,[181,217*181],'uint8'); 
fclose(fid); 
rawr=reshape(raw,181,217,181); 
fraw=rawr(:,:,43:45); % level correlate to 15 in 3mm 
newdime=zeros(252,252,3); 
newdime(38:218,20:236, :)=fraw; 
spnew=reshape (newdime,252*252*3, 1); 
sp252dis=reshape (newdime,252, 252*3); 
fid = fopen(uiputfile('*.sp252'),'w'); 
fwrite(fid,newdime,'single'); 
fclose(fid); 
imagesc(sp252dis');colormap(gray);colorbar; 
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title(' image result '); 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-File 4: image mask creation for gray matter and white matter- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%mask creation with value greater 0.7 in fuzzy brain model 
% written by James Gu qinglong 22/1/2017 , revised 18/feb/2017 
 
clear 
n=84*84; 
z=uigetfile('*msk'); 
fid = fopen(z,'r'); 
raw= fread(fid,[84,84*1],'float'); 
fclose(fid); 
mask=zeros(84,84); 
for i=1:n; 
    if raw(i)>=0.7,mask(i)=1; 
    end 
end 
fid = fopen(uiputfile('*sp84'),'w'); 
fwrite(fid,mask,'float'); 
fclose(fid); 
imagesc(mask');colormap(gray);colorbar; 
title('mask'); 
 
Created by James guqing version 1.1 Feb 2017 Feb 19-- 
updated by James guqing version 4.1 Feb 2017 Feb 26- 
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Appendix C  

Source code documentation for SPECT-MAP Input deck 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of VSF model------------------------- 
~1mm voxel 3mm bin for forward projection~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
v1mm-b3mm.res ! output file for voxel spread function (VSF) 
21     ! ii (in-slice) width of the VSF (in number of projection bins) 
21     ! kk (axial) width of the VSF (in number of projection bins) 
0.0    ! min distance from patient-side of collimator for which to compute VSF (cm) 
40 ! max distance from patient-side of collimator for which to compute VSF (cm) 
0.1   ! stepsize at which to compute VSF (in cm) 
8      ! number of subbins in the ii (in-slice) direction 
3      ! number of subbins in the kk (axial) direction 
0.3 ! width of detector bins (in cm; assumed to be the same axially and transaxially) 
0.1 ! ii (in-slice) width of image voxels (in cm) 
0.1 ! kk (axial) height of image voxels (in cm) 
1      ! number of point source widths per voxel width in ii direction 
1      ! number of point source widths per voxel height in kk direction 
0.34   ! point source measure of crystal spatial resolution (FWHM in cm) 
cone   ! model collimator resolution as a 2d cone 
0.14 ! diameter of collimator hole (in cm) 
2.7 ! thickness of collimator (in cm) 
0.5 ! distance from crystal side of collimator to center of crystal 
8      ! number of bin divisions in one direction (for integration) 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of VSF model----------------------- 
3mm voxel 3mm bin for OSEM and ICD image reconstruction 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
v3mm-b3mm.res ! output file for voxel spread function (VSF) 
21     ! ii (in-slice) width of the VSF (in number of projection bins) 
21     ! kk (axial) width of the VSF (in number of projection bins) 
0.0    ! min distance from patient-side of collimator for which to compute VSF (cm) 
40 ! max distance from patient-side of collimator for which to compute VSF (cm) 
0.1   ! stepsize at which to compute VSF (in cm) 
8      ! number of subbins in the ii (in-slice) direction 
1      ! number of subbins in the kk (axial) direction 
0.3 ! width of detector bins (in cm; assumed to be the same axially and transaxially) 
0.3 ! ii (in-slice) width of image voxels (in cm) 
0.3 ! kk (axial) height of image voxels (in cm) 
3     ! number of point source widths per voxel width in ii direction 
3      ! number of point source widths per voxel height in kk direction 
0.34   ! point source measure of crystal spatial resolution (FWHM in cm) 
cone   ! model collimator resolution as a 2d cone 
0.14 ! diameter of collimator hole (in cm) 
2.7 ! thickness of collimator (in cm) 
0.5 ! distance from crystal side of collimator to center of crystal 
8      ! number of bin divisions in one direction (for integration) 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of digital tracer phantom------~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~1mm 252X252X3 and 3mm 84X84X1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PARALLEL-BEAM-COLLIMATOR 
0  ! integer between 0 and MAX_NUM_PARALLELS labeling this parallel-beam collimator 
3.2  ! distance from patient-side surface of collimator to image plane (cm) 
0.94   ! efficiency of detector for this photon energy 
hex lattice hex hole ! "hex" or "square" lattice; "round", "hex", or "square" hole 
3  ! length of collimator hole (cm) 
0.14  ! diameter of collimator hole (cm) 
0.016  ! septal thickness (cm) 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE ! original source image 1mmX1mmX3 
0     ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
252    ! ii width of grid 
252   ! jj width of grid 
3    ! kk width of grid 
center  ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.1   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.1  ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
READ-IMAGE ! maxmum value for gray matter map is 1 in 1X1X1 mm 
1 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
if5mbgm1mm3m1.sp252 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
0.5  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) gray matter 0.5microcuri per ml maximum 
value 1 
 
READ-IMAGE ! maxmum value for white matter map is 1 in 1X1X1 mm 
2 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
if5mbwm1mm3m1.sp252 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
0.125  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) white matter 0.125microcuri per ml 
maximum value 1 
 
CREATE-IMAGE 
3  ! integer label for this image 
user-grid 0  ! grid on which to define this image 
double ! data type for new image: "double", "short", "byte" 
uniform ! "uniform-image" or "image-from-segmentation" 
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0.0   ! uniform value for image 
 
IMAGE-ALGEBRA 
add 1 2 3 ! Add image number 1 voxel-by-voxel with image number 2, and place the result in image number 3 
 
WRITE-IMAGE  ! SPECT BRAIN PHANTOM 
3                ! integer label of the image to be written 
mbbrain1mm252.3-flt   ! output file 
user-grid 0      ! output grid ("user-grid" or "support-grid") 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE -- WIDENED GRID, COURSE VOXELS = RECONSTRUCTION GRID   
10    ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
84   ! ii width of grid 
84   ! jj width of grid 
1   ! kk width of grid 
center     ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center     ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center     ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.3   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.3   ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
CREATE-IMAGE -- phantom with 84X84 3mmX3mmX1 
4            ! integer label for this image 
user-grid 10  ! grid on which to define this image 
double        ! data type for new image: "double", "short", "byte" 
image-from-sampled-image  3  ! label of the source image 
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  xyz  back   
3 3 3 ! number of voxel subdivisions in (x,y,z) directions 
 
WRITE-IMAGE -- phantom with 84X84 3mmX3mmX1 
4               ! integer label of the image to be written 
mbbrain3mm84-flt     ! output file 
user-grid 10      ! output grid ("user-grid" or "support-grid") 
 
ALL-DONE 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of forward projection data ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PARALLEL-BEAM-COLLIMATOR 
0  ! integer between 0 and MAX_NUM_PARALLELS labeling this parallel-beam collimator 
3.2  ! distance from patient-side surface of collimator to image plane (cm) 
0.94   ! efficiency of detector for this photon energy 
hex lattice hex hole ! "hex" or "square" lattice; "round", "hex", or "square" hole 
3  ! length of collimator hole (cm) 
0.14  ! diameter of collimator hole (cm) 
0.016  ! septal thickness (cm) 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE 
0     ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
252   ! ii width of grid 
252  ! jj width of grid 
3    ! kk width of grid 
center  ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
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center  ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.1   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.1  ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
PROJECTION-STRUCTURE 
0      ! a non-negative integer which labels this projection structure  
emiss  ! "emission" or "transmission" (first 5 or more letters) 
120    ! number of projection angles 
1     ! number of slices 
128    ! number of bins per slice 
0.3  ! width of (square) projection bins (cm) 
parallel  0    ! "parallel", "fan", "cone", or "pinhole" 
1.0    ! user-specified sensitivity factor (Usually should be 1.0) 
1.0   ! isotope branching ratio 
1.0e+12  ! halflife of radiopharmaceutical in seconds 
standard-orbit 
11   ! radius of rotation of patient-side surface of collimator (cm) 
0.0    ! tangential shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
0.0    !      axial shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
360.0  ! range of angles traversed (degrees) 
0.5 deg  ! first angle (in units of "deg" or angle "stepsize") 
positive-rotation ! "positive-rotation" or "negative-rotation" about the z axis 
0.001   ! total seconds per angle 
0.0    ! setup seconds per angle 
120     ! number of gantry settings 
1      ! number of gamma cammeras 
0      ! index for the angle of gamma camera 0 at time 0 
 
SET-PROJ-BACK 
0        ! number for the projection structure corresponding to this background 
uniform  ! expected value of background (eg. scatter) is same at all bins 
1e-12   ! value for background at all bins (Recommend non-zero for ICD) original value e-6 
SUPPORT 
0     ! a number which identifies this SUPPORT structure 
0     ! number for the grid on which this SUPPORT structure is defined 
 
full-grid 
READ-IMAGE ! spect brain phantom 1mm 
1 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
mbbrain1mm252.3-flt 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
1.0  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) 
 
INITIAL-ACTIVITY 
0        ! the number for the SUPPORT structure on which this image is defined 
copy-image 1 
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RESOLUTION 
0       ! a number which identifies this resolution structure 
model-resolution  ! "one_bin", "two_bin", or "model_resolution" 
v1mm-b3mm.res 
 
ASSOCIATE-RESOLUTION 
0  0  0  ! SUPPORT number,  projection number,  resolution number 
ATTENUATION 
no-atten 
 
CALC-SETUP 
proj 0 3d-storage ! "proj" -- projection structure # -- "on-the-fly" or "3d-storage" 
support 0         ! "support" -- support structure  
 
FORWARD-PROJECT 
0       ! number for the projection structure  
0       ! number for the pav structure  
mbv1b3br.pr  ! name of output file 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of noisy projection data----- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
mbv1b3br.pr   ! means file 
nmb1e5v1b3.pr   ! base name of output files 
-239762303 
128       ! number of bins 
1      ! number of slices 
120      ! number of angles 
1e5    ! expected number of events 
2        ! number of noisy data sets to generate 
 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of OSEM images----- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PARALLEL-BEAM-COLLIMATOR 
0  ! integer between 0 and MAX_NUM_PARALLELS labeling this parallel-beam collimator 
3.2  ! distance from patient-side surface of collimator to image plane (cm) 
0.94   ! efficiency of detector for this photon energy 
hex lattice hex hole ! "hex" or "square" lattice; "round", "hex", or "square" hole 
3  ! length of collimator hole (cm) 
0.14  ! diameter of collimator hole (cm) 
0.016  ! septal thickness (cm) 
 
PROJECTION-STRUCTURE 
0      ! a non-negative integer which labels this projection structure  
emiss  ! "emission" or "transmission" (first 5 or more letters) 
120    ! number of projection angles 
1     ! number of slices 
128    ! number of bins per slice 
0.3  ! width of (square) projection bins (cm) 
parallel  0    ! "parallel", "fan", "cone", or "pinhole" 
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1.0    ! user-specified sensitivity factor (Usually should be 1.0) 
1.0   ! isotope branching ratio 
1.0e+12  ! halflife of radiopharmaceutical in seconds 
standard-orbit 
11   ! radius of rotation of patient-side surface of collimator (cm) 
0.0    ! tangential shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
0.0    !      axial shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
360.0  ! range of angles traversed (degrees) 
0.5 deg  ! first angle (in units of "deg" or angle "stepsize") 
positive-rotation ! "positive-rotation" or "negative-rotation" about the z axis 
0.001   ! total seconds per angle 
0.0    ! setup seconds per angle 
120     ! number of gantry settings 
1      ! number of gamma cammeras 
0      ! index for the angle of gamma camera 0 at time 0 
 
READ-PROJ-DATA 
0         ! number of the projection structure corresponding to this data 
nmb1e5v1b3.pr000 
ushort     ! data type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0        ! number of bytes to skip before projection data begins 
read-all-angles ! "read-all-angles" or "read-angle-range <low angle> <high angle>" 
read-all-slices ! "read-all-slices" or "read-slice-range <low slice> <high slice> <num slices in file>" 
keep-slices ! "keep-slices" or "swap-slices" 
keep-bins   ! "keep-bins"   or "swap-bins" 
0         ! Almost always, enter "0". What was this angle # will become angle #0. 
 
SET-PROJ-BACK 
0        ! number for the projection structure corresponding to this background 
uniform  ! expected value of background (eg. scatter) is same at all bins 
1e-12   ! value for background at all bins (Recommend non-zero for ICD) 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE 
0     ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
84    ! ii width of grid 
84   ! jj width of grid 
1    ! kk width of grid 
center  ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.3   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.3  ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
SUPPORT 
0     ! a number which identifies this SUPPORT structure 
0     ! number for the grid on which this SUPPORT structure is defined 
full-grid 
 
INITIAL-ACTIVITY 
0        ! the number for the SUPPORT structure on which this image is defined 
uniform  ! set all voxels to the same value 
1      ! set them to this value 
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RESOLUTION 
0       ! a number which identifies this resolution structure 
model-resolution  ! "one_bin", "two_bin", or "model_resolution" 
v3mm-b3mm.res 
 
ASSOCIATE-RESOLUTION 
0  0  0  ! SUPPORT number,  projection number,  resolution number 
 
ATTENUATION 
no-atten 
 
PRIOR 
0      ! a number which identifies this prior structure 
ggmrf  ! type of prior, "ggmrf" or "uniform" 
0.0    ! strength parameter for the prior (0.0 => NO PRIOR) 
2.0    ! shape parameter for the prior 
30000  ! scale parameter or "average_activity" or "default" 
inverse-dist ! weight neigbors by the inverse of their distance 
2d           ! neighborhood type: "2d" or "3d" 
4           ! number of neighbors for prior (6, 18, or 26) 
 
CALC-SETUP 
proj 0 3d-storage ! "proj" -- projection structure # -- "on-the-fly" or "3d-storage" 
support 0         ! "support" -- support structure  
 
OSEM 
proj 0 10  herman-meyer ! 1: proj struct, 2: num subsets, 3: subset order 
pav  0 0 0 mbm84ne5v3b3i15.osem  ! 1: pav struct,  2: prior, 3: output grid, 4: output file 
scale            ! scale initial image to fit projection data; "scale" or "no-scale" 
num-iter  16      ! number of iterations 
write-period  1  ! write the image(s) every this many iterations 
 
ALL-DONE 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of OSEM i4 as the initial activity for ICD 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
84   ! ii width of images to be displayed 
 
84   ! jj width of images to be displayed 
 
1    ! kk width of images to be displayed 
 
1     ! number of images to display horizontally 
 
1     ! number of images to display vertically 
 
no-mask 
 
horizontal  25  45 
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0   0       ! width of border around each frame; border amplitude 
 
mbm84ne5v3b3i15.osem 
 
float 
 
3            ! number of 3d images to skip before reading dspspc 
 
av 0 0      ! zero-based number of slice to read 
 
1         ! factor by which to scale this slice 
 
0  1     ! lower and upper level fraction 
 
0   ! lowest ii value 
 
83  ! higest ii value 
 
0   ! lowest jj value 
 
83  ! higest jj value 
 
mbm84ne5v3b3i15.osem.4       ! name of output file for display 
 
mbnosem4i25-45.prfl      ! name of output file for profile 
 
 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of ICD image with MRI T1 as prior 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PARALLEL-BEAM-COLLIMATOR 
0  ! integer between 0 and MAX_NUM_PARALLELS labeling this parallel-beam collimator 
3.2  ! distance from patient-side surface of collimator to image plane (cm) 
0.94   ! efficiency of detector for this photon energy 
hex lattice hex hole ! "hex" or "square" lattice; "round", "hex", or "square" hole 
3  ! length of collimator hole (cm) 
0.14  ! diameter of collimator hole (cm) 
0.016  ! septal thickness (cm) 
 
PROJECTION-STRUCTURE 
0      ! a non-negative integer which labels this projection structure  
emiss  ! "emission" or "transmission" (first 5 or more letters) 
120    ! number of projection angles 
1     ! number of slices 
128    ! number of bins per slice 
0.3  ! width of (square) projection bins (cm) 
parallel  0    ! "parallel", "fan", "cone", or "pinhole" 
1.0    ! user-specified sensitivity factor (Usually should be 1.0) 
1.0   ! isotope branching ratio 
1.0e+12  ! halflife of radiopharmaceutical in seconds 
standard-orbit 
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11   ! radius of rotation of patient-side surface of collimator (cm) 
0.0    ! tangential shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
0.0    !      axial shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
360.0  ! range of angles traversed (degrees) 
0.5 deg  ! first angle (in units of "deg" or angle "stepsize") 
positive-rotation ! "positive-rotation" or "negative-rotation" about the z axis 
0.001   ! total seconds per angle 
0.0    ! setup seconds per angle 
120     ! number of gantry settings 
1      ! number of gamma cammeras 
0      ! index for the angle of gamma camera 0 at time 0 
 
READ-PROJ-DATA 
0         ! number of the projection structure corresponding to this data 
nmb1e5v1b3.pr000 
ushort     ! data type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0         ! number of bytes to skip before projection data begins 
read-all-angles ! "read-all-angles" or "read-angle-range <low angle> <high angle>" 
read-all-slices ! "read-all-slices" or "read-slice-range <low slice> <high slice> <num slices in file>" 
keep-slices ! "keep-slices" or "swap-slices" 
keep-bins   ! "keep-bins"   or "swap-bins" 
0         ! Almost always, enter "0". What was this angle # will become angle #0. 
 
SET-PROJ-BACK 
0        ! number for the projection structure corresponding to this background 
uniform  ! expected value of background (eg. scatter) is same at all bins 
1e-12   ! value for background at all bins (Recommend non-zero for ICD) 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE 
0     ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
84    ! ii width of grid 
84   ! jj width of grid 
1    ! kk width of grid 
center  ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.3   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.3  ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
SUPPORT 
0     ! a number which identifies this SUPPORT structure 
0     ! number for the grid on which this SUPPORT structure is defined 
full-grid 
 
READ-IMAGE 
1 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
mbm84ne5v3b3i15.osem.4 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
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1.0  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) 
 
INITIAL-ACTIVITY 
0        ! the number for the SUPPORT structure on which this image is defined 
copy-image 1 
 
RESOLUTION 
0       ! a number which identifies this resolution structure 
model-resolution  ! "one_bin", "two_bin", or "model_resolution" 
v3mm-b3mm.res 
 
ASSOCIATE-RESOLUTION 
0  0  0  ! SUPPORT number,  projection number,  resolution number 
 
ATTENUATION 
no-atten 
 
PRIOR 
0      ! a number which identifies this prior structure 
ggmrf  ! type of prior, "ggmrf" or "uniform" 
0.0    ! strength parameter for the prior (0.0 => NO PRIOR) 
2.0    ! shape parameter for the prior 
30000  ! scale parameter or "average_activity" or "default" 
inverse-dist ! weight neigbors by the inverse of their distance 
2d           ! neighborhood type: "2d" or "3d" 
4           ! number of neighbors for prior (6, 18, or 26) 
 
READ-IMAGE 
14 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
mr3mmmb84t1brain-flt 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
1000.0  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) 
 
HIGH-RES-PRIOR 
9  ! integer label for this high-res prior structure 
1   ! number of high-res-prior images 
14  50.0  200.0  ! integer label of the first high-res image; shape and weight sigmas 
250          500  ! shape and weight sigmas for distance scales (in cm) 
2d  ! neighborhood type: "2d" or "3d" 
100 ! number of nghbrs to consider 
18  ! number of nghbrs to select for smoothing 
ggmrf  ! type of prior, "ggmrf" or "uniform" 
1e-9 ! strength parameter for the prior (0.0 => NO PRIOR) 
2    ! shape parameter for the prior 
average_activity   ! scale parameter or "average_activity" or "default" 
 
CALC-SETUP 
proj 0 3d-storage ! "proj" -- projection structure # -- "on-the-fly" or "3d-storage" 
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support 0         ! "support" -- support structure # 
 
ICD 
nr  ! icd mode: "fs" or "nr" 
random 
0    ! projection structure 
0    ! support structure 
0    ! prior structure 
9    ! high-res prior structure 
16   ! number of iterations 
1    ! write period 
0    ! output grid 
mbm84swt1ne5v3b3pe-9i16.icd  ! image output file 
 
ALL-DONE 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Generation of ICD image with MRI T2 as prior 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PARALLEL-BEAM-COLLIMATOR 
0  ! integer between 0 and MAX_NUM_PARALLELS labeling this parallel-beam collimator 
3.2  ! distance from patient-side surface of collimator to image plane (cm) 
0.94   ! efficiency of detector for this photon energy 
hex lattice hex hole ! "hex" or "square" lattice; "round", "hex", or "square" hole 
3  ! length of collimator hole (cm) 
0.14  ! diameter of collimator hole (cm) 
0.016  ! septal thickness (cm) 
 
PROJECTION-STRUCTURE 
0      ! a non-negative integer which labels this projection structure  
emiss  ! "emission" or "transmission" (first 5 or more letters) 
120    ! number of projection angles 
1     ! number of slices 
128    ! number of bins per slice 
0.3  ! width of (square) projection bins (cm) 
parallel  0    ! "parallel", "fan", "cone", or "pinhole" 
1.0    ! user-specified sensitivity factor (Usually should be 1.0) 
1.0   ! isotope branching ratio 
1.0e+12  ! halflife of radiopharmaceutical in seconds 
standard-orbit 
11   ! radius of rotation of patient-side surface of collimator (cm) 
0.0    ! tangential shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
0.0    !      axial shift of image plane (cm) (Usually 0.0 for Triad) 
360.0  ! range of angles traversed (degrees) 
0.5 deg  ! first angle (in units of "deg" or angle "stepsize") 
positive-rotation ! "positive-rotation" or "negative-rotation" about the z axis 
0.001   ! total seconds per angle 
0.0    ! setup seconds per angle 
120     ! number of gantry settings 
1      ! number of gamma cammeras 
0      ! index for the angle of gamma camera 0 at time 0 
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READ-PROJ-DATA 
0         ! number of the projection structure corresponding to this data 
nmb1e5v1b3.pr000 
ushort     ! data type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0         ! number of bytes to skip before projection data begins 
read-all-angles ! "read-all-angles" or "read-angle-range <low angle> <high angle>" 
read-all-slices ! "read-all-slices" or "read-slice-range <low slice> <high slice> <num slices in file>" 
keep-slices ! "keep-slices" or "swap-slices" 
keep-bins   ! "keep-bins"   or "swap-bins" 
0         ! Almost always, enter "0". What was this angle # will become angle #0. 
 
SET-PROJ-BACK 
0        ! number for the projection structure corresponding to this background 
uniform  ! expected value of background (eg. scatter) is same at all bins 
1e-12   ! value for background at all bins (Recommend non-zero for ICD) 
 
GRID-STRUCTURE 
0     ! a number which identifies the grid (non-negative and < MAX_NUM_GRIDS=10) 
84    ! ii width of grid 
84   ! jj width of grid 
1    ! kk width of grid 
center  ! ii coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! jj coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
center  ! kk coord on grid of center of rotation, or "center" 
0.3   ! transaxial width of voxels on grid 
0.3  ! axial width of voxels on grid 
 
SUPPORT 
0     ! a number which identifies this SUPPORT structure 
0     ! number for the grid on which this SUPPORT structure is defined 
full-grid 
 
READ-IMAGE 
1 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
mbm84ne5v3b3i15.osem.4 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
1.0  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) 
 
INITIAL-ACTIVITY 
0        ! the number for the SUPPORT structure on which this image is defined 
copy-image 1 
 
RESOLUTION 
0       ! a number which identifies this resolution structure 
model-resolution  ! "one_bin", "two_bin", or "model_resolution" 
v3mm-b3mm.res 
 
ASSOCIATE-RESOLUTION 
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0  0  0  ! SUPPORT number,  projection number,  resolution number 
 
ATTENUATION 
no-atten 
 
PRIOR 
0      ! a number which identifies this prior structure 
ggmrf  ! type of prior, "ggmrf" or "uniform" 
0.0    ! strength parameter for the prior (0.0 => NO PRIOR) 
2.0    ! shape parameter for the prior 
30000  ! scale parameter or "average_activity" or "default" 
inverse-dist ! weight neigbors by the inverse of their distance 
2d           ! neighborhood type: "2d" or "3d" 
4           ! number of neighbors for prior (6, 18, or 26) 
 
READ-IMAGE 
14 ! a number which identifies the image (0 to MAX_NUM_IMAGES-1) 
mr3mmmb84t2brain-flt 
float ! data-type in which the seg is stored in the file: byte, ubyte, short, ushort, float 
0    ! number for grid on which the image is stored in the file 
0    ! number of header bytes to skip before reading the image 
0    ! number of grid-sized images to skip before reading the image 
double ! target data type (ie data type in which to place the image: byte, short, double) 
0    ! target grid (ie grid on which to place the image) 
1000.0  ! factor by which to scale the region labels in the image (generally 1.0) 
 
HIGH-RES-PRIOR 
9  ! integer label for this high-res prior structure 
1   ! number of high-res-prior images 
14  50.0  200.0  ! integer label of the first high-res image; shape and weight sigmas 
250          500  ! shape and weight sigmas for distance scales (in cm) 
2d  ! neighborhood type: "2d" or "3d" 
100 ! number of nghbrs to consider 
18  ! number of nghbrs to select for smoothing 
ggmrf  ! type of prior, "ggmrf" or "uniform" 
1e-9 ! strength parameter for the prior (0.0 => NO PRIOR) 
2    ! shape parameter for the prior 
average_activity   ! scale parameter or "average_activity" or "default" 
 
CALC-SETUP 
proj 0 3d-storage ! "proj" -- projection structure # -- "on-the-fly" or "3d-storage" 
support 0         ! "support" -- support structure # 
 
ICD 
nr  ! icd mode: "fs" or "nr" 
random 
0    ! projection structure 
0    ! support structure 
0    ! prior structure 
9    ! high-res prior structure 
16   ! number of iterations 
1    ! write period 
0    ! output grid 
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mbm84swt2ne5v3b3pe-9i16.icd  ! image output file 
 
ALL-DONE 
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